Introduction
The intrinsic resistance of the colic wall has been focus of research with the objective of inferring, through its measurement, the efficiency of the intestinal healing. Many biomechanical tests, based on different physic-mechanical concepts, are used to achieve this purpose. Nevertheless, the most frequently used essays, for example, traction force 1,2 , explosion pressure 3 and tension preassure 4, 5 do not consider in their calculations fundamental attributes from biological materials such as elongation, elasticity, plasticelastic deformation and rupture time. In fact, these essays evaluate partially the colic segments behavior which present viscoelastic non-linear properties 6, 7 . With the aim of including these attributes into the analysis, it was developed the Total Energy of Rupture test (ETR) based on the Universal Principle of Energy Conservation. This biomechanical test permits the mathematical analysis of the inherent properties of the intestinal segments after their submission to a variable force with the time 8 . In this work a comparative study between the physical largeness of Traction of Rupture, which presents uniaxial characteristic, and Total Energy of Rupture is proposed.
Methods
The Committee of Ethics in Animal Experimentation CEEA-IB-UNICAMP, approved procedures performed within this work according to the ethical principles adopted by the Brazilian College of Animal Experimentation -COBEA (Protocol n° 598-1). Twelve male Wistar rats were obtained from the Bioterism Center -CEMIB/UNICAMP, weighing 300-350 grams raised under similar conditions. Each animal provided a four-centimeter proof body of descendent colon. These specimens were submerged into a Becker cup containing a 0.9% physiologic solution at 37-centigrade degrees and papaverine chloridrate at a 250 milligrams per liter concentration. This procedure was performed with the purpose of minimizing spasms caused by the manipulation of the colon segments. After 30 minutes, these segments were taken out of solution and were submitted to the Total Energy of Rupture biomechanical test. This test is composed by the following components (Figure 1 ):
1. Proof body (descendent colon segment) ( Figure 1-a) ; 2. Precision balance Mettler-Toledo SB8000 ( Figure 1-b 
Results
FRT and ETR values for each rat as well as average, standard deviation, standard error of the average and the variation coefficient from these physical largeness are presented at Table 1. ETR test was performed following the protocol described by WU et al. 8 . The force generated by the traction system was transferred to the specimen and detected by the precision balance strength cell. The computer containing SABI 2.0 received the force values, at a rate of three packages of data per second, sent by the balance. This system, in real time, draws the graph of the function Force x Elongation and, at the intestinal segment rupture moment, determines the Traction Force of Rupture value (FTR). SABI 2.0 automatically calculates the delimited area under this function through numerical integration using the Trapezoidal Rule method. This area corresponds to the Total Energy of Rupture (Figure 2)(Equation 1) . A constant velocity of one centimeter per minute was maintained during the essay. Equation (1) Where l represents the maximal elongation, l 0 the initial length, F(x) the force corresponding to the elongation x and x the elongation which varies from l 0 to l.
Both Rupture Force and Total Energy of Rupture were obtained for each specimen through the ETR biomechanical test. Average, standard deviation, standard error of the average and variation coefficient of these two physical largeness were calculated and used for comparison. 
Discussion
Severe problems are caused by the extravasation of the colic intraluminal content into the abdominal cavity leading to expressive indexes of morbidity and mortality 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9 . Due to this fact, researchers have developed and applied different experimental models based on distinct physical-mechanical concepts with the aim to evaluate the intrinsic resistance of the intestinal wall when it is submitted to some kind of physical largeness [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . , analyze partially the intestinal wall resistance properties, as these biological materials present non-linear viscoelastic properties. Therefore, essential attributes like deformation, time of rupture and elasticity module are not taken into account to calculate these physical largeness 6, 12 . On the other hand, it is believed that the Total Energy of Rupture, which corresponds to the accumulated inner energy necessary to promote the rupture of the intestinal loop, is able to analyze the resistance of intestinal segments. The Total Energy of Rupture is based on the Universal Principle of Energy Conservation and is obtained by applying the biomechanical ETR test, which considers for its calculation fundamental attributes and concepts related to the intestinal structure 7, 8 . The ETR test, by means of SABI 2.0, draws in real time, the Force x Elongation function. As a consequence, at the rupture moment, the maximal force corresponds to the Traction Force of Rupture while the area under this function (Force x Elongation) represents the Total Energy of Rupture, which is automatically calculated by SABI 2.0. Physical largeness of FRT and ETR were measured for each proof body which were considered for a unique biomechanical essay. ETR and FRT are measured in different units, gram-force per centimeter (gf.cm) and gram-force (gf), respectively. Hence, the variation coefficient, which does not depend on the unit of the measure, as it is numerically expressed through the division of the standard deviation by the average, was used to promote the comparison between both physical largeness. It permits the comparison of data dispersion, i.e., the smaller the variation coefficient the more homogeneous is the sample 13 . In this work, FRT and ETR were calculated considering the same proof bodies and showed similar homogeneity, presenting respectively variation coefficients of 25.98 and 23.29%. Thus ETR exhibited a 2% smaller value than FRT. Nevertheless, the Total Energy of Rupture, when compared to the FRT, considers a larger number of attributes for its calculation that pertain to materials with non-linear viscoelastic properties, therefore demonstrating to be a possible parameter to analyze the intestinal resistance of rats. Future studies shall include the evaluation of samples containing a larger amount of specimens and also the evaluation of other tissues that present non-linear viscoelastic properties.
Conclusion
In this study, the Total Energy of Rupture (ETR) presented a variation coefficient similar to the variation coefficient of Traction Force of Rupture (FRT), though ETR considers for its calculation a larger number of attributes that are related to materials with non-linear viscoelastic properties such as the structure of the colic wall.
